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From: Mads Gauger < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 3:30 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
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mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Mads Gauger 
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From: Jennifer Maldonado Tooley < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 3:18 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made. 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis. 
         

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie 
Beck confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) 
body may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
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In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say. 
Signed, 
 
Jennifer Tooley 
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From: Sean Donahue < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 3:03 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
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mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed,  
Sean Donahue 
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From: Audrey Georg < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 3:02 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: My public comment for PC meeting on 3/15/22

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 

In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 
cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  
     

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
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Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
 
Audrey Georg 
 

“If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen the side of the 
oppressor.”  Desmond Tutu 
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From: Lex Ryan < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 2:54 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com;  lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

To the Commissioners, 
 
 
I am writing to ask that you all consider why we continue to show up week after week to demand that the police 
be defunded. I write to ask why you have taken positions as “the people’s voice” when it is clear that you have 
no interest in what the people truly need and want. I ask you to consider what in your life makes you unable to 
see the trauma and violence enacted against the people by police. I ask you to consider that your lived 
experience is not the same as everyone else’s, and even if you as individuals have relationships with police 
officers, that you understand that this institution causes significantly more damage than good. Consider how 
much people in your circles have been given second and third and fourth chances by the law, while other folks 
are shot by police for existing.  
 
 
I am writing you because 18 people were murdered by LAPD in 2021.  
 
 
According to this LA Times article Garcetti claimed that assessing the shootings and killings by LAPD officers 
over the last six years who give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline system for LAPD 
cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms need to be made.  
 
 
Did you know Garcetti has increased the LAPD budget by over $520 million since he took office? Yes 
you read that correctly: $520 million! Meanwhile, the number of people who become unhoused, the 
number of deaths related to being unhoused, and LAPD violence against unhoused people HAS ALL 
INCREASED AND CONTINUES TO INCREASE. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis. Please tell me how you all believe it’s acceptable to increase 
funding to an entity that is literally 
killing people in increasing numbers year after year.  
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The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even when 
cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline or 
significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD be defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Lex Ryan  
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From: M W < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 2:46 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 

Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC Fails; lou@LegacyLA.org; 
Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; 
tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com; 
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridley-
thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; 
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; 
Councilmember Rodriguez; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; Mitch O'Farrell; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 

In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 
cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give "a clearer understanding" of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be "out of policy," so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  

 
Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, while the 

number of unhoused folks increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused and LAPD violence towards 
the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased with the Garcetti-approved pay raise in 2021 with 
horrific killings by police of folks in crisis. Why does this body endorse shooting and killing our wounded? 

 
The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 

when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be "out of policy," they may not face actual Discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to the end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used 
lethal violence in a way deemed "out of policy" were not given any "discipline," and some cops, including Ryan 
Lee and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was 
experiencing a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had "out-of-policy" changed to "not guilty." 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control while carrying the lie of civilian "oversight." As the former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, "The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
"substandard" in some way - the chief controls what the result is." 
 

Garcetti's assessments will not result in a change of the processes or policing in Los Angeles. We 
demand that the wasteful LAPD be defunded. Instead, utilize these dollars to increase proven safety systems, 
such as permanent housing, access to mental health care services, and an investment in schools, parks, and 
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communities. We want proven preventative care and services funding to improve public safety for all of Los 
Angeles.   
 

In addition: Decrease Moore's time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on the number of speakers by removing the 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities 
most affected by police are the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the 
board and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Michele Wetteland 
 
Pronouns: she/her 
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From: Rachel Rosenbloom < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 2:30 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: Michel Moore; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; Mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; contactcd4

@lacity.org; councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org; 
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.price@lacity.org; councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; 
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
ethics.commission@lacity.org; james.queally@latimes.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; 
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Richard Tefank; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Eileen 
Decker; William J. Briggs, II; paul.koretz@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
tips@laist.com; wjbriggs@venable.com

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

 
Commissioners, 
 
 

In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 
cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  
     

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist 
systems of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD 
Charlie Beck confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police 
Commission) body may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body 
may rule it as “substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
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Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 

of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Rachel Rosenbloom  
La resident - 90068 
--  
Best, 
Rachel 
 
Sent from my iPhone  
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From: Alex Fischer < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 2:10 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; Councilmember Rodriguez; councilmember.harris-
dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD cops over the last 
six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. Garcetti has claimed the 
assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline system for LAPD cops who fire their 
guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms need to be made. The OIG report tells us only 
what we already knew – that there is total lack of accountability within the LAPD. 
 
Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, while we have seen 
increases in the number of folks who are unhoused, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and LAPD violence 
towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, including numerous killings by police of folks 
who were in crisis. 
 
The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even when cops use 
lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline or significant 
consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal violence in a way 
deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee and Martin Robles that killed 
Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing a mental health crisis, appealed the 
decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 
This system has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems of dominance and control, while carrying 
the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all 
discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly 
use of force - the body may rule it as “substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 
Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change of the process, or 
of police. We demand reallocating money from the LAPD to other agencies funded by local municipalities. We demand 
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permanent housing, access to mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, 
and communities. We demand the funding of preventative care and services. 
 
In addition, as always: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with no 
restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing 
are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say. 

Alex Fischer 
90027 
 
--  
AF 
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From: Catherine Safley < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 1:52 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 
 
Commissioners, 
 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD cops over the last 
six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. Garcetti has claimed the 
assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline system for LAPD cops who fire their 
guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms need to be made. 
 
These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD murders. Further, 
Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office. Meanwhile the number of 
people who are unhoused and number of deaths related to being unhoused increases, as does LAPD violence towards 
the unhoused community. Murders committed by LAPD also increased in 2021, with numerous killings by police of folks 
who were in crisis. 
 
The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even when cops use 
lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline or significant 
consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal violence in a way that 
was deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops- including Ryan Lee and Martin Robles, who 
killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing a mental health crisis- appealed 
the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 
This system cannot be reformed; it is designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems of dominance and control, 
while carrying on the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck confirmed in a webinar in 2021, 
“The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body may rule and have a different opinion than 
the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as “substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the 
result is.” 
 
Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change of the process, or 
of police. We demand that LAPD be defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to mental health care services 
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and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. We demand the funding of 
preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 
In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with no restrictions on 
number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the 
most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say. 
 
 
Signed, 
Catherine Safley 
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From: Lucia Pier < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 1:46 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; Councilmember Rodriguez; councilmember.harris-
dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD cops over the last 
six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. Garcetti has claimed the 
assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline system for LAPD cops who fire their 
guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms need to be made. The OIG report tells us only 
what we already knew – that there is total lack of accountability within the murderous LAPD. 
 
These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD murders. Further, 
Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, while we have seen increases in 
the number of folks who are unhoused, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and LAPD violence towards the 
unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, including numerous killings by police of folks who were in 
crisis.  
 
The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even when cops use 
lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline or significant 
consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal violence in a way 
deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee and Martin Robles that killed 
Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing a mental health crisis, appealed the 
decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 
This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems of dominance 
and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck confirmed in a webinar in 
2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body may rule and have a different 
opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as “substandard” in some way - the chief controls 
what the result is.” 
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Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change of the process, or 
of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to mental health care services and 
health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. We demand the funding of preventative 
care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 
In addition, as always: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with no 
restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing 
are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Lucia Pier 
 
 
--  
LUCIA PIER 
she/her/hers 
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From: Mayank Keshaviah < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 1:41 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC 
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: My Public Comment for the Board of Police Commissioners - 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 

In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 
cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
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Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Disgustedly, 
 
 
Mayank Keshaviah 

 
Los Angeles, CA 90034 
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From: carrie ungerman < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 1:32 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
LAPCFails;  lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; Mayor Garcetti; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; Paul Krekorian; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; 
contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022   

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD cops 
over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 
 
These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD murders. 
Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, while the 
number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and LAPD violence 
towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous killings by police of 
folks who were in crisis.  
 
 
The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even when 
cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline or 
significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline.” Some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles who didn’t only kill Grechario Mack, but stood over him, bullet ridden and still alive, 
each fired at close range into his back essentially assassinating him in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw 
Plaza Mall as he was experiencing a mental health crisis. They appealed the decision “out-of-policy” 
and it was changed to “not guilty.” How is this not murder.  
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This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems of 
dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 
 
Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change of the 
process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. During his tenure, Mayor Garcetti increased the 
LAPD budget by $520 million dollars. That $520 million dollars could have been instrumental in funding 
permanent housing, access to mental health care services and health care facilities, and investing in schools, 
parks, and communities. We must fund these essential services for all Los Angelenos. Funding these services 
is also funding preventative care and services.  
 
In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with no 
restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the 
board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
 
carrie ungerman 
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given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee and Martin Robles that killed 
Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing a mental 
health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
Shameful. 
 
This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist 
systems of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of 
LAPD Charlie Beck confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though 
the (Police Commission) body may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of 
force - the body may rule it as “substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 
Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in 
changes to the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent 
housing, access to mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in 
schools, parks, and communities. We demand the funding of preventative care and services. 
Reinvesting in our communities OVER the police isn't radical: social scientists and public health experts have 
proven that investment in the community decreases crime and the need for police. Defund and abolish LAPD! 

 
 
Additionally: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment 
with no restrictions. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
 
Thank you from a concerned citizen 
 
 
Kevin King 
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From: Jack MacCarthy < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 1:25 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Dear Commissioners, 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made. 

Our Mayor has always been complicit with LAPD murders. Garcetti has steadily increased the budget 
of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as 
deaths related to being unhoused, and LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also 
increased in 2021, and numerous killings by police of folks who were in crisis. 
         

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they very often do not face actual 
discipline or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who 
used lethal violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including 
Ryan Lee and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was 
experiencing a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 

This system cannot be reformed. It has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems of 
dominance and control, while maintaining the pretense of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie 
Beck confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) 
body may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 

It is demonstrable that Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD. These assessments will 
not result in change of the process, or of police.  

 
We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to mental health care 

services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. We demand the 
funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
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In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say. 
Signed, 
Jack MacCarthy 
Zip code 90057 
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From: Dawy Rkasnuam < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 1:10 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD cops over 
the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. Garcetti has 
claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline system for LAPD 
cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms need to be made.  
 
These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD murders. Further, 
Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, while the number of folks 
who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and LAPD violence towards the 
unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous killings by police of folks who were in 
crisis.  
 
The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even when cops 
use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline or significant 
consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal violence in a way 
deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee and Martin Robles that 
killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing a mental health crisis, 
appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 
This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems of 
dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck confirmed 
in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body may rule and 
have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as “substandard” in some way 
- the chief controls what the result is.” 
 
Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change of the 
process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to mental health 
care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. We demand the 
funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
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In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with no 
restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by 
policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about 
LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Dawy Rkasnuam 
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From: SHERRY VARON < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 12:46 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
LAPCFails;  lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

 
 
Commissioners, 

In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 
cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
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Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Sherry varon 
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From: Molly Talcott < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 12:35 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  
         

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie 
Beck confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) 
body may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
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In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
Signed, 
Dr. Molly Talcott 
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From: Michelle King < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 12:27 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC 
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 

 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD cops 
over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 
These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD murders. 
Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, while the 
number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and LAPD violence 
towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous killings by police of 
folks who were in crisis.  
The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that 
even when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face 
actual discipline or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% 
of cops who used lethal violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and 
some cops, including Ryan Lee and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills 
Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had 
“out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” Shameful. 
 
This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems of 
dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
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Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in changes to the 
process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to mental 
health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. We 
demand the funding of preventative care and services. Reinvesting in our communities OVER the police isn't 
radical: social scientists and public health experts have proven that investment in the community decreases 
crime and the need for police. Defund and abolish LAPD! 

 
 
Additionally: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment with no 
restrictions. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about 
the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to 
hear what they have to say.  
 
 
In community, 
 
 
Michelle King 
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From: Kimberli Meyer < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 11:57 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Dear Commissioners, 
 
 

In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and 
killings by LAPD cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder 
of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer 
understanding” of the fairness of the discipline system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are 
found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit 
with LAPD murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M 
since he took office, while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths 
related to being unhoused, and LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders 
also increased in 2021, and numerous killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings 
confirms that even when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” 
they may not face actual discipline or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to 
end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were 
not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee and Martin Robles that killed 
Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing a mental health 
crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, 
racist systems of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former 
head of LAPD Charlie Beck confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… 
even though the (Police Commission) body may rule and have a different opinion than the chief 
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on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as “substandard” in some way - the chief controls 
what the result is.” 
 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not 
result in change of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand 
permanent housing, access to mental health care services and health care facilities, and an 
investment in schools, parks, and communities. We demand the funding of preventative care 
and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public 
comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of 
the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-
world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you 
need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Sincerely,   
Kimberli Meyer 
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From: Beth Baker < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 11:45 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 

In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 
cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to the end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used 
lethal violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan 
Lee and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was 
experiencing a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As the former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
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Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in a 
change of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD be defunded. We demand permanent housing, 
access to mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and 
communities. We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on the number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most 
affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the 
board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Dr. Beth F. Baker, 
Los Angeles 
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From: becca vb < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 11:35 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Garcetti; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 

Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; lapcfails@gmail.com; 
lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; Mayor Garcetti; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
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mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
 
Becca vB 
--  
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This communication and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged 
information for the use of the designated recipient/s named above. Distribution, reproduction or any other use of 
this transmission by any party other than the intended recipient/s is prohibited. 
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From:
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 11:25 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: BOPC public comment 

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Dear Commissioners, 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
         

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie 
Beck confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) 
body may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
Signed, 
 
MC Macadar  
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From: Athena Wheaton < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 11:24 AM
To: Police Commission; mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Los Angeles Mayor's Office; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Re: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD cops 
over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 
These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD murders. 
Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, while the 
number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and LAPD violence 
towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous killings by police of 
folks who were in crisis.  
 
The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even when 
cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline or 
significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 
This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems of 
dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 
Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in a change of the 
process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to mental 
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health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. We 
demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 
In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with no 
restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by 
policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed,  
 
 
Athena Wheaton 
Los Angeles Resident 
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From: Lizabeth Belli < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 11:06 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC 
Fails;  lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022 

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners. 
 

 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
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Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Lizabeth Belli 
 
Lizabeth Belli (she/her) 

 
 

#CareFirst 
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From: Ted Trembinski < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 11:03 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Los Angeles Mayor's Office; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
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mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Ted Trembinski 
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From: Casey Dell Otto < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 10:58 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Dear Commissioners, 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD cops over the last 
six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. Garcetti has claimed the 
assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline system for LAPD cops who fire their 
guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms need to be made. 
These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD murders. Further, 
Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, while the number of folks who 
are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and LAPD violence towards the unhoused 
community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous killings by police of folks who were in crisis.      
The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even when cops use 
lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline or significant 
consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal violence in a way 
deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee and Martin Robles that killed 
Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing a mental health crisis, appealed the 
decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems of dominance 
and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck confirmed in a webinar in 
2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body may rule and have a different 
opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as “substandard” in some way - the chief controls 
what the result is.” 
Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change of the process, or 
of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to mental health care services and 
health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. We demand the funding of preventative 
care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD!  
In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with no restrictions on 
number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the 
most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
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neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say. 
 
Thanks for hearing me out. 
-Casey 
 
--  
Casey Dell Otto 

 
he/him 
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From: Cody Sloan < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 10:44 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC 
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
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mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
 
Cody Sloan 
--  
Cody Sloan  
pronouns: he/him/his (what's this?) 
MFA in Acting: UCSD '21  
www.codydsloan.com 
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From: Maraky Alemseged < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 10:30 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; Mitch O'Farrell; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/202

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 

In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 
cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
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Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Maraky 
 
 
--- 

 
To help protect you r priv acy, Microsoft Office 
prevented au tomatic download  of this picture from  
the Internet.

 

Help us celebrate our 15 year anniversary! #BAJIAT15  
Maraky Alemseged (she/they) 
 Los Angeles Organizer, Black Alliance for Just Immigration (BAJI) 
 New York City | Los Angeles | Atlanta | Oakland | Washington, DC | Miami 
 Telephone:   Email:  
 Learn more: www.BAJI.org 

 

 
Los Angeles Office: 7526 Crenshaw Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90043 
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From: Maraky Alemseged < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 10:30 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; Mitch O'Farrell; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/202

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
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mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Maraky 
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From: Harrison Weinfeld < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 10:30 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Fails 
Lapc; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
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mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Harrison Weinfeld 
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From: Annica S < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 10:25 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC 
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Comment for March 14

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

To whom it may concern:  
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
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mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Sincerely, Annica Stitch 
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From: Adam Smith < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 10:22 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Fails 
Lapc; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; Councilmember Bonin; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; Mitch O'Farrell; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment for you all, a plethora of unresponsive public "servants"

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made. Always notable to point out that Steve Soboroff, the longest "serving" Police 
Commissioner/Police Foundation handler, almost *always* is the lone vote saying these officers acted 
within policy, in the murders of Grechario Mack, Albert Ramon Dorsey, Daniel Hernandez and more. 
Steve, you should be incredibly ashamed of yourself.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
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Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 

of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Adam Smith 
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From: Liz Sommer < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 10:18 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Los Angeles Mayor's Office; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 

In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 
cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
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Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in a 
change of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, 
access to mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and 
communities. We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed,  
 
 
Elizabeth Sommer  
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From: Zach Sherwin < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 10:15 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 

Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC Fails; lou@legacyla.org; 
Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; 
tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; Queally, James; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; 
ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; 
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; Mitch O'Farrell; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD cops 
over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 
 
These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD murders. 
Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, while the 
number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and LAPD violence 
towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous killings by police of 
folks who were in crisis.  
 
 
The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even when 
cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline or 
significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 
 
This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems of 
dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
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may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 
 
Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change of the 
process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to mental 
health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. We 
demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 
 
In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with no 
restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by 
policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, Zach Sherwin 
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From: Jewell Karinen < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 10:05 AM
To: Police Commission
Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD cops over the last 
six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. Garcetti has claimed the 
assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline system for LAPD cops who fire their 
guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms need to be made.  
 
These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD murders. Further, 
Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, while the number of folks who 
are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and LAPD violence towards the unhoused 
community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  
 
The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even when cops use 
lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline or significant 
consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal violence in a way 
deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee and Martin Robles that killed 
Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing a mental health crisis, appealed the 
decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 
This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems of dominance 
and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck confirmed in a webinar in 
2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body may rule and have a different 
opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as “substandard” in some way - the chief controls 
what the result is.” 
 
Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change of the process, or 
of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to mental health care services and 
health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. We demand the funding of preventative 
care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 
In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with no restrictions on 
number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the 
most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say. 
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From: Sarah Bowers < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 9:53 AM
To: Police Commission; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 

Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; 
Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; Mayor Garcetti; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; 
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
wjbriggs@venable.com

Subject: BOPC Public Comment: 3/15/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Dear Board of Commissioners and City Council Members: 
 
As a citizen of Los Angeles District 11 I'm writing to submit public comments to the LAPC Meeting. 
 
General Public Comment: LAPD Killings 
LAPD continues to kill more and more people. I'm glad that the OIG has reported on LAPD's killings, but this will do 
nothing if we don't hold LAPD accountable and divest from them. Our Mayor and city has steadily increased the budget 
of LAPD since he took office, all the while people who are unhoused increase, the deaths of those who are unhoused 
have increased, and LAPD's violence towards the unhoused community continues. You and your Board are consistently 
placing LAPD above Angelenos' lives.  
 
Agenda Item 4: Lack of Discipline on Out of Policy Shootings 
The OIG report tells us what we already knew: when cops go out of policy, nothing happens to them. Now you're 
pretending this is news. Why do you think Angelenos do not trust LAPD? 
 
From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal violence in a way deemed “out of policy” 
were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the 
Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-
policy” changed to “not guilty.” This is pure grossness.   
 
Chief Moore claims that he cannot fire officers, but we know that he can. Former Head of Police Charlie Beck 
himself even said, "The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body may rule and have a 
different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 'substandard' in some way - the chief 
controls what the result is.” (Webinar here).  
 
General Public Comment: Public Comment Limitations 
Stop capping your meetings’ public comment period at a mere forty-five minutes. You give 45 minutes for 
public comment from a city of 4 million people. Despite your weekly protestations to the contrary, you are 
silencing the voices of Angelenos by limiting who can speak at your meetings, and for how long. 
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Let people speak after each agenda item; the other way doesn’t make sense. 

Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects 
of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say. 
 
General Public Comment: LAPC Meeting Time 
Why are these meetings held at the same time as City Council and Board of Supervisor meetings? Can we 
please change the meeting time so more people can participate in the meetings? 
 
Sincerely, 
Sarah Bowers 
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From: Greg Irwin < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 9:41 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
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mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Gregory Irwin  
90035 
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From: Samantha Lappin < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 9:41 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD cops over the last 
six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. Garcetti has claimed the 
assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline system for LAPD cops who fire their 
guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms need to be made.  
 
These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD murders. Further, 
Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, while the number of folks who 
are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and LAPD violence towards the unhoused 
community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  
     
The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even when cops use 
lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline or significant 
consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal violence in a way 
deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee and Martin Robles that killed 
Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing a mental health crisis, appealed the 
decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 
This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems of dominance 
and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” I hope you feel the weight of that sentence as I felt writing it. As 
former head of LAPD Charlie Beck confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the 
(Police Commission) body may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may 
rule it as “substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 
Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change of the process, or 
of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to mental health care services and 
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health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. We demand the funding of preventative 
care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 
In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with no restrictions on 
number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the 
most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Samantha 
 

Sammi Lappin 
Communicator & Educator 
she/her 
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From: Tiana McKenna < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 9:25 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; 

Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard 
Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; 
kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; 
ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; 
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; 
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD cops over the last 
six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. Garcetti has claimed the 
assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline system for LAPD cops who fire their 
guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms need to be made.  
 
These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD murders. Further, 
Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, while the number of folks who 
are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and LAPD violence towards the unhoused 
community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  
 
The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even when cops use 
lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline or significant 
consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal violence in a way 
deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee and Martin Robles that killed 
Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing a mental health crisis, appealed the 
decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 
This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems of dominance 
and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck confirmed in a webinar in 
2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body may rule and have a different 
opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as “substandard” in some way - the chief controls 
what the result is.” 
 
Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change of the process, or 
of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to mental health care services and 
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health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. We demand the funding of preventative 
care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 
In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with no restrictions on 
number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the 
most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Sincerely, 
Tiana McKenna 
Los Angeles 90042 
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From: J.Stephen Brantley < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 9:18 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

 
Commissioners, 

 
 

"Out of policy" violence should be called what it is - assault, and murder. And those who commit it should be 
held accountable regardless of what their occupation might be - or perhaps especially when that occupation is 
law enforcement. 

 
 

In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 
cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  

     

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
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This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 

Signed, 

J.Stephen Brantley 
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From: Christina Chapman < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 9:07 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 3/14/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  
 
 

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  
     

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 
 
 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie Beck 
confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body 
may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 
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Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Christina Chapman (She/Her) 
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From: Ashley Brim < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 8:49 AM
To: Police Commission
Subject: Public comment for 3/15 LAPC Meeting

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 
The Office of the Inspector General report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy 
Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even when cops use lethal violence in a way that 
is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline or significant 
consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used 
lethal violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some 
cops, including Ryan Lee and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin 
Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing a mental health crisis, appealed the 
decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty. 
 
What good is your body if the Police Chief, with the backing of the Mayor, can overrule 
your decisions? What good is having policies in place of officers who don’t follow them 
and take the lives of Angelenos are not held to account? If you are on the side of the 
people, why aren’t you constantly speaking out about the injustices and murders 
committed by LAPD officers? Why aren’t you demanding more for us? 
 
 
This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, 
racist systems of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As 
former head of LAPD Charlie Beck confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all 
discipline… even though the (Police Commission) body may rule and have a different 
opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as “substandard” in 
some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 

 
 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these 
assessments will not result in change of the process, or of police. 
We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent 
housing, access to mental health care services and health care 
facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
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We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund 
and abolish LAPD! 

 
 

In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings 
and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of 
speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities 
most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about 
the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about 
LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have 
to say.  
 
 
Signed, 
Ashley Brim  
 
 
Ashley Paige Brim // she/her/hers 
HOMELAND / Co-Producer 
An Act of Terror / Director 
Fox Directing Lab 2018-19 
HALF Initiative Directing Fellow 2017 
Sent from  

 
ashleypaigebrim.com 
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From: Bethany Heykoop < >
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 5:00 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: Michel Moore; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; LAPC Fails; Mayor Garcetti; Mayor Helpdesk; 

contactcd4@lacity.org; councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; Dale 
Bonner; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 
james.queally@latimes.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; 
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Richard Tefank; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Eileen 
Decker; William J. Briggs, II; paul.koretz@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
tips@laist.com; wjbriggs@venable.com

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 03/141/2021

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In recent weeks the Office of the Inspector General has reported on the shootings and killings by LAPD 

cops over the last six years, as directed by Mayor Garcetti following the murder of 18 people by LAPD in 2021. 
Garcetti has claimed the assessments would give “a clearer understanding” of the fairness of the discipline 
system for LAPD cops who fire their guns and are found to be “out of policy,” so they will know what reforms 
need to be made.  

These are the actions of a Mayor who is anti-Black and who has always been complicit with LAPD 
murders. Further, Garcetti has steadily increased the budget of LAPD by over $520M since he took office, 
while the number of folks who are unhoused increases, as well as deaths related to being unhoused, and 
LAPD violence towards the unhoused community. LAPD murders also increased in 2021, and numerous 
killings by police of folks who were in crisis.  
         

The OIG report on Discipline Resulting from Out of Policy Officer-Involved Shootings confirms that even 
when cops use lethal violence in a way that is deemed to be “out of policy,” they may not face actual discipline 
or significant consequences. From the beginning of 2015 to end of 2021, nearly 41% of cops who used lethal 
violence in a way deemed “out of policy” were not given any “discipline,” and some cops, including Ryan Lee 
and Martin Robles that killed Grechario Mack in the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Mall as he was experiencing 
a mental health crisis, appealed the decision, and had “out-of-policy” changed to “not guilty.” 

This system cannot be reformed and has been designed to maintain violent, patriarchal, racist systems 
of dominance and control, while carrying the lie of civilian “oversight.” As former head of LAPD Charlie 
Beck confirmed in a webinar in 2021, “The chief controls all discipline… even though the (Police Commission) 
body may rule and have a different opinion than the chief on a deadly use of force - the body may rule it as 
“substandard” in some way - the chief controls what the result is.” 

Garcetti knows and relies upon the violence of LAPD, and these assessments will not result in change 
of the process, or of police. We demand that LAPD is defunded. We demand permanent housing, access to 
mental health care services and health care facilities, and an investment in schools, parks, and communities. 
We demand the funding of preventative care and services. Defund and abolish LAPD! 
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In addition: Decrease Moore’s time in Police Commission meetings and open up public comment, with 
no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected 
by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
Signed, Bethany 


